A SHORT HISTORY OF HOW WIKIPEDIA HAS BEEN REJECTED
Wikipedia has always tried in vain to project itself as a legitimate vehicle of learning
but it is well known that it indulges in sordid distortions and attacks on scholars, so it has
been rejected overwhelmingly when this occurs. No one should donate to Wikipedia, indeed
it should come under parliamentary and congressional enquiry. It is severely allergic to the
work of my colleagues and myself, which it has distorted it out of all recognition, while not
allowing the right of reply. A small group of technically incompetent and deeply vindictive
people tried to take it over. The credibility and credentials of these people are examined first.
As usual with Wikipedia they hide behind anonymity and call themselves moderators.
The first one is Akhlesh Lakhtakia, (“Science Guy” on Wikipedia). The first
Wikipedia article on my work was posted by a person unknown and mutilated by Lakhtakia,
who has a long history of extreme personal animosity towards myself. He first approached
me when I was at Cornell Theory Center, but soon became deeply hostile. On one occasion I
was told I would be buried for B(3). Instead it was nominated several times for a Nobel Prize.
These personal threats took place in the early nineties, whether they were death threats or
uncontrollable rage is anyone‟s guess. They were followed up by papers in Physica B which
appeared entirely without my knowledge. I replied to them in van der Merwe‟s eminent
“Foundations of Physics Letters”. In those days there was no Wikipedia, and no one missed
it. As soon as someone wrote an article about B(3) it was ripped apart by Lakhtakia, who had
managed to become a moderator. Later on he was caught sending ethnic hate mail against the
People of Wales by our feedback software and reported to the Penn State police for hate
crime. Soon after, “Science Guy” disappeared from Wikipedia. This gives an idea of the
impeccable fairness of mind and enlightened scholarship of this so called encyclopedia, in
reality a propaganda outlet for pseudoscience, the failed standard model of physics. No ethnic
bigot can have any credentials in science or society.
Wikipedia made a series of sordid personal attack on my work and myself almost
immediately after I was appointed Civil List Pensioner in 2005, directly by the Head of State,
Elizabeth II., and Parliament. It didn‟t like this at all, it was not supposed to happen. The
cyberstalker and fraudster Gerard Bruhn e mailed everyone with nonsense mathematics in an
attempt to con them into thinking that Cartan geometry is wrong. This nonsense or magic
mathematics was rebutted many times on www.aias.us. Bruhn, Lakhtakia and pals began to
harass Alwyn van der Merwe and eventually destroyed his eminent journals, “Foundations of
physics” and “Foundations of Physics Letters”. These are criminal offences. I am enraged at
this to the present day. Why should nonentities be allowed to destroy leading journals? Why
should Jo McCarthy be allowed to destroy innocent people? It is the same thing exactly.
Exposing Bruhn to be a fraudster is very easy, I use the same mathematics as everyone else,
and no one else is attacked. These are the hundred year old mathematics of Cartan geometry.
There is nothing wrong with them, and my work is based directly on them. It does not take a
genius to see that Bruhn was attacking me, not the mathematics. It was the archetypical witch
hunt. Bruhn suddenly disappeared and stopped harassing in about 2008, leaving behind a trail
of rubbish. His h index is difficult to find with an electron microscope.
There was a counter attack that effectively destroyed Wikipedia‟s credibility entirely,
the disgraceful distortion of my biography was removed. I remember talking about this by
phone to a moderator, who became enraged with anger at my critical remarks. Wikipedia is
run by paranoid and microscopic nonentities who hide behind anonymity. They are very
similar to Nixon‟s plumbers or burglars. Nixon was a criminal who happened to be President
of the United States. The wiki article on ECE theory rolled out the magic mathematics by
Bruhn. I was not allowed to reply. All the time this was happening, the true Cartan geometry
continued to be taught in real universities, and not a plumber‟s rag. The wiki gang was joined

by the unstable and abusive Rodrigues, and by a nonentity called „t Hooft who was appointed
to purge new thought. The magic mathematics of Rodrigues appear only in journals he
controls, they have not replaced the genuine mathematics of Cartan, used for example by
Sean Carroll and myself. This incredibly sordid episode shows how mathematics can become
so abstract as to be useless and incomprehensible, so in my own work I take the opposite
course and simplify them as much as I can. There are many clear proofs of Cartan geometry
on www.aias.us, consulted by millions without criticism. No one uses the magic
mathematics of Bruhn and Rodrigues.
In about 2005 the world famous Evans Eckardt dialogue was started. Sometimes we
are joined by the highly competent staff members of AIAS / UPITEC. The dialogue involves
hundreds of checks, and computer algebra is used whenever possible. Wikipedia, the
plumber‟s rag, has failed to record any aspect of this internationally famous dialogue. There
are now seven hundred or so papers and books on ECE and offshoot theories, in English and
classical Spanish (Castilian). All of this material is consulted constantly in all the countries
and territories of the world, and at all the best universities, institutes and similar. None of the
rubbishy distortions by Wikipedia are used by anyone, for the simple reason that the magic
mathematics by Bruhn and Rodrigues do not work. I found this out myself when going
through the fraud by Bruhn line by line and comparing it in all deatil with the genuine
mathematics of Carroll. Reproducible and repeatable circuits have been constructed using the
Baconian methods of natural philosophy and explained precisely with ECE in a rigorously
Baconian manner. This is Baconian science, real science with the minimum number of loose
parameters. The standard model has been riddled with hundreds of refutations and has
become pseudoscience. They are not able to reply to our exposure of their work as
pseudoscience. There is nothing left of the standard model physics except the burnt out
detritus of outright fraud, and only a few aspects remain intact.
The readership of the plumber‟s rag soon smelled bad fish, like an unlocked door at
Watergate. In the same way as public rage at McCarthy and Nixon became overwhelming,
the disgust at Wikipedia sordid attacks on innocent and eminent scholars and their families
reached the point when it received very few consultations. I can see this from my referrals
feedback data, which I have monitored daily for fifteen years. We get millions of referrals,
those from wikipedia became ossified, or stopped increasing, about a decade ago. In
desperation wikipedia has resorted to branding us wildly as pseudoscientists, using knee jerk
logic in anonymity. It should consult a shaving mirror like Nixon, who always looked as if he
was about to be found out, hiding among a ton of rotting expletives in the alley of a thousand
dustbins. There has been a huge backlash against the standard model on sites such as
www.wiki.naturalphilosophy.com, listing hundreds of books and tens of thousands of pages
which refute the standard model and which reduce wikipedia to yesterday‟s melted snow.
In the course of these developments the ECE theory has been check more often than
any theory in history, its mathematics are always worked out with computer algebra. Many of
its proofs are self checking, for example the proof the Cartan identity and many other
examples. The establishment and publishing methods of standard physics have been rejected
in favour of a fast moving and accurate method of publication. The self appointed censors,
the yellow eyed big brothers of physics, are simply ignored. For example‟ „t Hooft‟s
monomaniacal attempt to rip up the world famous articles of ECE has been subjected to
international derision, the articles by now are all classics, read tens of thousands of times
each.
One can stop armies, but not the march of ideas (Victor Hugo).

